In a collaborative planning environment in which the agents are autonomous and heterogeneous, it is inevitable that discrepancies in the agents' beliefs result in con#icts during the planning process. In such cases, it is important that the agents engage in collaborative negotiation to resolve the detected con#icts in order to determine what should constitute their shared plan of actions and shared beliefs. This paper presents a plan-based model for con#ict detection and resolution in collaborative planning dialogs. Our model speci"es how a collaborative system should detect con#icts that arise between the system and its user during the planning process. If the detected con#icts warrant resolution, our model initiates collaborative negotiation in an attempt to resolve the con#icts in the agent's beliefs. In addition, when multiple con#icts arise, our model identi"es and addresses the most e!ective aspect in its pursuit of con#ict resolution. Furthermore, by capturing the collaborative planning process in a recursive Propose}Evaluate}Modify cycle of actions, our model is capable of handling embedded negotiation during con#ict resolution.
Introduction
In collaborative planning, the participants are often autonomous and heterogeneous; thus, it is inevitable that con#icts arise among them. For example, some agents may have more extensive and accurate domain knowledge than other agents, and knowledge about the circumstances of a particular planning task may be more readily available to some agents than to others. Thus, there are discrepancies in the agents' beliefs that may result in con#icts among the agents as they collaborate on constructing a plan. In order for the collaborative planning process to proceed as smoothly as possible, the agents must be able to detect these con#icts as soon as they become evident, and attempt to resolve them in the most e$cient and e!ective manner. As a result, the agents will engage in collaborative negotiation subdialogs to resolve the discrepancies in their beliefs. We follow Sidner (1994) in referring to these subdialogs as collaborative negotiation subdialogs because the agents are working cooperatively to reach an agreement regarding the issue in dispute. In particular, collaborative negotiation subdialogs have the following features: (1) the agents are open and honest with one another, (2) the agents do not insist on winning an argument and may change their beliefs if convincing evidence is presented to them, and (3) the agents are interested in sharing beliefs with one another to determine whether their own beliefs should be revised. Such negotiation di!ers from argumentation (Birnbaum, Flowers & McGuire, 1980; Reichman, 1981; Cohen, 1987; Quilici, 1992; Maybury, 1993) and other kinds of negotiation, such as labor negotiation (Sycara, 1989) , in that the participants are not trying to enforce their views on one another or to maximize their own bene"ts, but rather are trying to share their individual knowledge and beliefs in order to determine what really is best for the agents as a group (ChuCarroll & Carberry, 1995c) .
The following dialog segment, taken from a transcript of naturally occurring dialogs between travel agents and customers (SRI Transcripts, 1992) , illustrates a collaborative negotiation subdialog to resolve a con#ict between two agents:
( In this dialog, T and C share a common goal*to construct the best plan for C to travel from Hong Kong to Moscow. T and C have previously constructed a plan in which C will travel from Hong Kong to Moscow by way of Heathrow Airport in London. However, in utterance (2), C expresses his belief that an alternative plan to traveling by way of London must exist, and in (4), provides his reasons for holding this belief. In utterance (5), T justi"es her con#icting belief that going through London is the only available plan by explaining to C how this plan was obtained. In (6), C again insists on his original belief that other options exist and provides a di!erent reason to support it. Finally in utterance (7), T con"rms C's reason provided in (6) and in utterance (9) accepts C's belief that an alternative plan must exist. Thus, utterances (5)}(9) in this dialog constitute a collaborative negotiation subdialog for the purpose of squaring away the agents' con#ict about whether or not an alternative to their original plan exists.
Although many researchers have developed systems that respond to user queries (McKeown, 1985; Paris, 1988; Sene!, Hirschman & Zue, 1991; Maybury, 1992; Moore & Paris, 1993; Cawsey, 1993; van Beek, Cohen & Schmidt, 1993 , Logan, Reece, Cawsey, Galliers & Jones, 1994 Raskutti & Zukerman, 1994) , with the exception of Logan et al. (1994) , they either do not consider possible disagreements between the system and the user, or assume that the user will always accept the system's point of view when con#icts arise. However, our analysis of collaborative planning dialogs shows that con#icts between agents are not always resolved immediately; instead, extended collaborative negotiation subdialogs, such as the dialog segment in utterances (5)}(9), occur quite frequently. Thus, it is important that a collaborative system be able to engage in such negotiation subdialogs in a manner that will result in the con#icts being resolved naturally and e$ciently.
We have implemented a plan-based system, COn#ict REsolver (CORE), for con#ict detection and con#ict resolution during collaborative planning activities. Given a user proposal, CORE evaluates the proposal based on its private knowledge and is able to detect con#icts regarding both the validity and optimality of the proposed plan as well as con#icts about the truth of proposed beliefs. In situations where a detected con#ict warrants resolution, CORE initiates negotiation subdialogs with the user to resolve the relevant con#ict. In cases where multiple con#icts are detected, CORE is capable of selecting the most e!ective aspect to address in its pursuit of con#ict resolution using its private domain beliefs and its model of the user's beliefs. Furthermore, by capturing the collaborative planning process in a recursive Propose}Evaluate}Modify cycle of actions, CORE is able to handle embedded negotiation during con#ict resolution.
Modeling collaboration

CORPUS ANALYSIS
In order to detect patterns of agents' actions in collaborative planning activities, and to identify strategies that human agents employ for con#ict resolution, the "rst author analysed sample dialogs from three corpora of collaborative planning dialogs, which are the TRAINS 91 dialogs (Gross, Allen & Traum, 1993) , a set of air travel reservation dialogs (SRI Transcripts, 1992) , and a set of movie/trip planning dialogs (Udel Transcripts, 1995) .
These dialogs were analysed based on Sidner's model which captures collaborative planning dialogs as proposal/acceptance and proposal/rejection sequences (Sidner, , 1994 . Emphasis was given to situations where a proposal was not immediately accepted, indicating potential con#ict between the agents. Such lack of acceptance falls into one of two categories: (1) rejection, where one agent rejects a proposal made by the other agent and (2) uncertainty about acceptance, where one agent cannot decide whether or not to accept the other agent's proposal. The former is indicated when an agent explicitly conveys rejection of the proposal and/or provides evidence that implies such rejection, while the latter is indicated when an agent solicits further information to help her decide whether or not to accept the proposal. An analysis of human strategies in response to uncertainty about acceptance of proposals is presented in Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1998) , and will not be discussed further in this paper.
Our analysis con"rmed both Sidner's and Walker's observations that collaborative planning dialogs can be modeled as proposal/acceptance and proposal/rejection sequences (Sidner, 1994; Walker, 1996) . However, we further observed that in the vast majority of cases where a proposal is rejected, the proposal is not discarded in its entirety, but is modi"ed to a form that will potentially be accepted by both agents. This tendency towards modi"cation is summarized in Table 1 and is illustrated by the following example (the utterance that suggests modi"cation of the original proposal is in boldface) COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS (SRI Transcripts, 1992):
¹: ¹he last -ight out is going to be at 1:47 p.m. on ¹=A in terms of something that will get you there the same day. C: mm hmm. ¹: after that it becomes red eye -ights.
C: ok I don1t know if I want to do a red eye. Why don:t we look at Saturday morning?
We will use the term collaborative negotiation (Sidner, 1994) to refer to the kinds of negotiation employed by the human agents for con#ict resolution in our transcripts. In these negotiation subdialogs, each agent is driven by the goal of devising a plan that satis"es the interests of the agents as a group, instead of one that maximizes their own individual interests. Further analysis shows that a couple of features distinguish collaborative negotiation from argumentation and non-collaborative negotiation (Chu-Carroll & Carberry, 1995c) . First, an agent engaging in collaborative negotiation does not insist on winning an argument, and will not argue for the sake of arguing; thus, she may change her beliefs if another agent presents convincing justi"cation for an opposing belief. This feature di!erentiates collaborative negotiation from argumentation (Birnbaum et al., 1980; Reichman, 1981; Flowers and Dyer, 1984; Cohen, 1987; Quilici, 1992) . Second, agents involved in collaborative negotiation are open and honest with one another; they will not deliberately present false information to the other agents, present information in such a way as to mislead the other agents, or strategically hold back information from other agents for later use. This feature distinguishes collaborative negotiation from noncollaborative negotiation such as labor negotiation (Sycara, 1989) .
As shown in Table 1 , our corpus analysis also found that, in most cases where a proposal is rejected and modi"ed, the agent directly addresses the main (and oftentimes only) proposition during con#ict resolution. However, about 20% of the time, instead of directly addressing the main proposition, the agent addresses a child proposition which (1) is intended to provide support for the main proposition and (2) the agents also disagree about. Furthermore, an agent can refute either a communicated proposition or an implied evidential relationship, as illustrated by the following excerpt from a movie FIGURE 1. Relationship between sample utterances.
-In our model, the agent can actually make a three-way decision about a proposal, to accept it, to reject it or to remain uncertain about whether the proposal should be accepted. In the last case, the agent will initiate an information-sharing subdialog to exchange information with the other agent so that each agent can knowledgeably re-evaluate the proposal. Further details about this process are beyond the scope of this paper, and can be found in Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1998) .
?The notion of a shared plan has been used in Grosz and Sidner (1990) and Allen (1991 Figure 1 shows the relationship between the above three utterances. The "rst utterance proposes the main proposition &&¸ittle Princess11 is a good movie, about which the agents disagree. B's utterance attempts to resolve the con#ict by directly addressing the main proposition and providing evidence against it. A's response to B, on the other hand, focuses on addressing the evidential relationship implicitly conveyed by B's utterance, namely that a G rating makes a movie undesirable.
THE PROPOSE}EVALUATE}MODIFY FRAMEWORK
The results of our corpus analysis suggest that when developing a computational agent that participates in collaborative planning, the following behavior should be modeled. When presented with a proposal, the agent should evaluate the proposal based on its private beliefs to determine whether to accept or reject the proposal.-If the agent rejects the proposal, instead of discarding the proposal entirely, it should attempt to modify the proposal by initiating a collaborative negotiation subdialog to resolve the agents' con#ict about the proposal. Thus, we capture collaborative planning in a Propose} Evaluate}Modify cycle of actions , 1995a . This model views a collaborative planning process as agent A proposing a set of actions and beliefs to be added to the shared plan? being developed, agent B evaluating the proposal based on his private beliefs to determine whether or not to accept the proposal, and, if the proposal is not accepted, agent B proposing a set of modi,cations to the original proposal. Notice that this model is a recursive one in that the modi"cation process itself contains a full collaboration cycle * agent B's proposed modi"cations will again be evaluated by agent A, and if con#icts arise, agent A may propose modi"cations to the previously proposed modi"cations.
COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS
To illustrate how the Propose}Evaluate}Modify cycle of actions captures interaction between collaborative agents, consider the following dialog segment based on a transcript of naturally occurring course advisement dialogs (Columbia University Transcripts, 1985) in which an advisor (A) and a student (S) are collaborating on planning the student's schedule: In utterance (10), S proposes a plan of taking two courses this semester and three courses next semester. A evaluates this proposal based on her private beliefs, decides that taking three courses this semester and two next semester is a better alternative than S's proposal, and in utterance (11) points out the disadvantage of S's proposal as a means of implicitly conveying her intention to modify S's proposal. S evaluates A's proposal for modi"cation conveyed by (11), decides that although A's reasons for suggesting the alternative of taking three courses this semester and two next semester is a valid one (utterance (12)), his original proposal still constitutes a better plan; thus, in utterances (13) and (14), S provides his evidence to support his original proposal of taking two courses this semester and three next semester as an attempt to modify A's belief that taking three courses this semester is a better plan. A evaluates S's newly proposed evidence, which consists of the beliefs conveyed by utterances (13) and (14), and in (15) and (16) accepts both S's newly proposed evidence and his original proposal. Thus, our Propose}Evalu-ate}Modify cycle of actions successfully accounts for each agent's actions in negotiating the resultant plan during collaborative planning. We argue that this Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework models the interaction of collaborative agents. We are interested in studying the behavior of collaborative agents who engage in dialogs with other agents in order to achieve a joint goal. Since these agents truly have an interest in satisfying the joint goal (such as making a plan for a dinner party), in most cases, they will take into consideration proposals made by their collaborators and address any disagreements instead of ignoring them. In contrast, when agents engage in debates and other types of non-collaborative activities, where the goal is to maximize each agent's own utilities (Rosenschein & Zlotkin, 1994) , they may not necessarily take into account a proposal made by another agent; worse yet, they may merely discard a proposal that they consider unacceptable without even acknowledging it. Our Propose}Evaluate}Modify view of collaboration is further supported by the empirical studies and models of collaboration proposed in Clark and Schaefer (1989) and Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1990) . They show that participants collaborate in maintaining a coherent discourse and that contributions in conversation involve a presentation phase and an acceptance phase. In the case of referring expressions, S1 presents a referring expression as part of an utterance; S2 then evaluates the referring expression. In the 974 acceptance phase, S2 provides evidence that he has identi"ed the intended entity and that it is now part of their common ground. If there are de"cits in understanding, the agents enter a phase in which the referring expression is refashioned. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs note several kinds of refashioning actions, including S1 replacing the referring expression with a new one of her own, with the intention of identifying the entity intended by S1's original expression. This notion of presentation}(evaluation)}acceptance for understanding is similar to our Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework for addition of actions and beliefs to the shared plan where the substitution actions in the repair phase correlate with the modi"cation phase for con#ict resolution in our framework.
In the following sections, we discuss our plan-based model for con#ict detection and resolution in collaborative planning dialogs. We adopt a plan-based mechanism because it is general and easily extendible, allows the same declarative knowledge about collaborative problem-solving to be used both for inferring user intentions and for planning communicative actions, and allows the recursive nature of our model to be captured by recursive meta-plans. We present our mechanism for detecting invalid as well as suboptimal proposals, and our strategies for engaging in collaborative negotiation to resolve such con#icts. The model presented in this paper focuses on communication and negotiation between a computational agent and a human agent who are collaborating on constructing a plan to be executed by the human agent at a later point in time. The examples in this paper are taken from a university course advisement domain, the domain in which CORE has been tested, although the model can easily be applied to other domains [for examples in the air tra$c control domain, see Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1996) ]. Throughout this paper, the executing agent (EA) will be used to refer to the agent who will eventually be executing the plan and the system (CORE) or consulting agent (CA) will be used to refer to the computational agent who is collaborating on constructing the plan.
Modeling actions and intentions
In collaborative planning, the agents clearly collaborate on determining which domain actions to include in their shared plan. In the university course advisement domain, these domain actions may include agent A getting a Master's degree in CS [Get-Masters(A, CS) ] and agent A taking a seminar course [¹ake-Course(A, \ seminar-course)]. The agents will also collaborate on the strategies used to construct the domain plan. For instance, the agents may collaborate on the order in which alternative courses are considered or on whether to investigate several alternatives in parallel (Ramshaw, 1987) . Furthermore, the agents may collaborate on establishing certain mutual beliefs that indirectly contribute to the construction of their domain plan. For example, the agents may collaborate on a mutual belief about whether a particular course is being o!ered next semester as a means of determining whether taking that course next semester is feasible. Finally, the agents engage in communicative actions in order to exchange the above desired information.
In order to capture the current intentions of the dialog participants, we use an enhanced version of the tripartite dialog model presented in Lambert and Carberry (1991) . The enhanced dialog model has four levels: the domain level which consists of the domain plan being constructed to achieve the agents' COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS
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-We assume that all utterances have been correctly interpreted, and do not consider cases in which misunderstandings occur. shared domain goal(s), the problem-solving level which contains the actions being performed to construct the domain plan, the belief level which consists of the mutual beliefs pursued during the planning process in order to further the problem-solving intentions, and the discourse level which contains the communicative actions initiated to achieve the mutual beliefs. Actions at the discourse level can contribute to other discourse actions and also establish mutual beliefs. Mutual beliefs can support other beliefs and also enable problem-solving actions. Problem-solving actions can be part of other problem-solving actions and can also enable domain actions by providing the executing agent with a plan for the domain actions.
Since the agents are engaged in collaborative planning, an action proposed by one agent cannot become part of their shared or joint plan until it has been accepted by the other agent. Therefore, we distinguish between the shared beliefs and actions that have been agreed upon by the participants and the newly proposed beliefs and actions about which the agents may disagree. When domain and problem-solving actions "rst enter the dialog model, they represent actions proposed for execution, while newly entered mutual beliefs represent beliefs proposed to be held jointly by the agents. However, discourse actions that are entered into the dialog model are currently being executed instead of proposed for execution; thus, the agents cannot disagree about whether to perform a discourse action, but only about whether to accept the mutual beliefs proposed by these actions ).-Therefore, we separate the domain, problemsolving and belief levels of our dialog model into an existing model and a set of proposed additions, following Allen and Traum who di!erentiated among private, proposed and shared beliefs (Allen, 1991; Traum, 1993) .
For instance, suppose that previous discourse has indicated that EA has the goal of getting a Bachelor of Arts degree (Get-Bach-Arts(EA)); Figure 2 illustrates the dialog model that will be constructed after the following utterances: (17) EA: I want to satisfy my foreign language requirement. (18) =here is the exemption form for French101?
As shown in the dialog model, EA's utterances constitute a proposal that is intended to a!ect the agents' shared model of domain and problem-solving intentions, as well as their mutual beliefs. Such a proposal may be explicitly stated in an utterance, such as utterance (17) explicitly proposing the domain action Satisfy-Foreign-¸anguage (EA), or implicitly conveyed by an utterance, such as utterance (18) implicitly proposing the domain action Obtain-Exemption (EA, French101) . Furthermore, in the dialog model, the actions and beliefs proposed by the new utterances are distinguished from those that have been accepted by both agents. The dialog model indicates that utterance (17) proposes the mutual belief that EA wants to satisfy his foreign language requirement, which is a precondition for the problem-solving action of building a plan to satisfy EA's foreign language requirement. The goal of this problem-solving action is that EA have a plan for satisfying his foreign language requirement, and having such a plan is a precondition for the domain action of EA satisfying his foreign language requirement as part of getting a Bachelor of Arts degree. On the other hand, utterance (18) proposes, at the belief level, 976 that both agents come to know the referent of the location of the exemption form for French101. This belief is a prerequisite for the problem-solving action of instantiating the variable \ loc in the subaction Get-Exemption-Form, which is part of building a plan for obtaining an exemption for French101. Having such a plan is again a prerequisite for executing the domain action of obtaining an exemption for French101 as part of satisfying the foreign language requirement. Thus, the question in utterance (18) implicitly proposes a mutual belief and a chain of actions, including the domain action Obtain-Exemption (EA, French101) . The belief and chain of inferred actions explain why the executing agent asked the question and suggest how the actions may be assimilated into the system's current beliefs about the agents' shared model of actions and beliefs. Notice that the actions and beliefs inferred from utterances (17) and (18) are treated as a set of proposed additions to the existing model consisting of the shared plan and shared beliefs already established between the agents.
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- Grosz and Sidner (1990) argued that a master-slave relationship does not exist among dialog participants.
The dialog model can be constructed incrementally from the agents' utterances via a plan recognition algorithm. In order to model proposal evaluation and con#ict resolution, we hypothesize a recognition algorithm capable of recognizing intentions that (in the view of the recognizing agent) do not comprise a correct means of achieving one's goals. This is based on Lambert and Carberry's plan recognition algorithm (Lambert & Carberry, 1991) , augmented to allow the system to ascribe to the executing agent erroneous beliefs that it hypothesizes the executing agent may reasonably hold. This builds on research on recognizing ill-formed plans (Pollack, 1986 ) and work on a relaxation algorithm for #exible plan recognition in dialog (Eller & Carberry, 1992) . The proposal evaluation and modi"cation processes discussed in this paper operate on the dialog model that would be generated by such a hypothesized recognition algorithm given a set of user utterances. However, since the focus of this paper is on response generation for con#ict resolution, the recognition algorithm will not be discussed further.
Proposal evaluation for conflict detection
Instead of slavishly-responding to questions, a collaborative agent presented with a proposal [such as the set of proposed additions conveyed by utterances (17) and (18)] needs to decide whether or not she will accept the proposal and make it part of the shared plan being developed by the agents (Sidner, 1994) . The evaluation of a proposal is carried out in two parts, the evaluation of proposed actions and the evaluation of proposed beliefs. First, the agent must decide whether or not she believes that the proposed domain and problem-solving actions will contribute to a valid plan (Pollack, 1986) as well as produce a reasonably e$cient way to achieve the agents' high-level goal (Joshi, Webber & Weischedel, 1984; van Beek, 1987) . The validity of a set of proposed actions is evaluated based on an agent's beliefs about recipes for performing actions, as well as her beliefs about the characteristics of the other agent. The optimality of a proposed plan, on the other hand, is evaluated with respect to an agent's beliefs about the other agent's preferences associated with the proposed actions.
The second aspect of proposal evaluation consists of the agent evaluating the proposed beliefs and determining whether or not she accepts these beliefs based on her existing private beliefs. The evaluation of proposed beliefs reasons with how multiple pieces of beliefs may form a piece of evidence that can be used to support or attack another belief, and how the e!ect of multiple pieces of evidence may be combined to arrive at an overall decision to accept or reject a proposed belief. Our recursive algorithm for belief evaluation takes into account the agent's private beliefs, the set of proposed beliefs, as well as the relationships among these beliefs, to annotate each belief and evidential relationship in the proposal with a decision of acceptance or rejection.
Note that our evaluation process evaluates only the proposed domain and problemsolving actions, as well as the proposed mutual beliefs. The reason that discourse actions are not evaluated is because they are being executed as the sentences are uttered; thus, the agents cannot disagree about the actions per se, but can only disagree about the 978 -Although it is possible for the hearer to question the appropriateness of a speaker's discourse action, e.g. by saying &&why are you telling me that?'' after an Inform discourse action, we contend that in such cases, the agents do not disagree about the fact that an Inform discourse action was carried out, but about why the action was performed, i.e. about the implication of the performed action.
implications of the discourse actions, which are represented as proposed mutual beliefs, proposed problem-solving actions and/or proposed domain actions ).-The remainder of this section describes in turn our strategies for con#ict detection with respect to proposed actions and beliefs in user proposals.
EVALUATING PROPOSED DOMAIN AND PROBLEM-SOLVING ACTIONS
As illustrated in Figure 2 , a proposal at the domain or problem-solving level consists of a chain of actions inferred from an agent's utterances, in which each child action contributes to performing its parent action. Action A contributes to action B if the goal of action A satis"es a precondition for performing B or if action A is a subaction of action B (Grosz & Sidner, 1990 ). In our model, the evaluation of these proposed actions is a top}down process that detects invalid as well as suboptimal plans. The processes for detecting invalid proposals and suboptimal proposals are interleaved because we intend for the system to address the highest-level action that the agents disagree about. This is because it is meaningless to suggest, for example, a better alternative to an action when one believes that its parent action is infeasible.
Detecting invalid plans.
Pollack argued that a plan can be invalid because one of its actions is infeasible or because the plan itself is ill-formed (Pollack, 1986 ). An action is infeasible if it cannot be performed by its agent(s); thus, our evaluator performs a feasibility check by examining whether the applicability conditions of the recipe for performing a proposed action are satis"ed and whether its preconditions can be satis"ed. Our evaluator considers a precondition satis"able if there exists an action that achieves the precondition and whose applicability conditions are satis"ed. Thus, only a cursory evaluation of feasibility is pursued at this stage of the planning process, with further details considered as the plan is worked out in detail. A plan is considered ill-formed if child actions do not contribute to their parent action as intended; hence, the evaluator performs a well-formedness check to examine, for each pair of parent}child actions in the proposal, whether the contributes relationship holds between them. For each action, the evaluator "rst performs the well-formedness check; if the contributes relation between the action and its parent (if any) is invalid, the feasibility check is ignored. This is because if an action does not contribute to performing its parent action, it cannot play its intended role in the agents' shared plan and thus its feasibility need not be considered.
Example of detecting invalid proposals: To illustrate the evaluation of proposed actions, we return to the example depicted in the dialog model in Figure 2 Joshi et al. (1984) and van Beek (1987) contended that a cooperative consultation system must go further than merely providing the user with the requested information. For instance, if there exists a better alternative to the proposal implicitly conveyed by the executing agent's question, instead of merely answering the question, the system should bring to the executing agent's attention the alternative plan for achieving his goal. However, since each agent has di!erent characteristics and di!erent beliefs about what constitutes a high-quality plan, a collaborative agent must take these factors into account when evaluating the validity and optimality of a proposal. One characteristic that strongly a!ects the evaluation of the optimality of a plan is the executing agent's preferences. Since in our collaborative planning environment the resultant plan is to achieve the executing agent's domain goal, will be carried out by the executing agent alone, and a!ects the executing agent but not the collaborating agent, the executing agent's preferences have a major impact on how good a particular plan is. Thus in the following discussion on optimality evaluation, we focus on evaluating the optimality of a proposal with respect to the executing agent's preferences.
Features of optimality evaluation: In order to tailor the system's evaluation of suboptimal plans to individual executing agents, we maintain, for each executing agent, a user model that includes, among other information, his attribute-value preferences (Elzer, Chu-Carroll & Carberry, 1994 ). An attribute-value preference indicates an agent's preferred value for a particular attribute of an object that might be used to instantiate a parameter of an action. For instance, with respect to the parameter \ course in the action ¹ake-Course( \ user, \ course), an executing agent may prefer that the meeting time of \ course be after 10 a.m. and that it be taught by Dr Smith. These preferences a!ect what the executing agent considers the best instantiation of \ course and must be taken into account when the alternative instantiations are evaluated.
Clearly, agents consider some preferences to be more important than others; thus, in evaluating alternatives, an agent's preferences should not be treated equally. We associate with each preference a strength that indicates the importance the agent attaches to this particular preference. In evaluating alternatives, these preference strengths will enable a collaborative consultant to emphasize the preferences that the executing agent considers most important, and will hence allow the evaluation process to better address the executing agent's needs. For example, suppose a particular executing agent has a strong preference for courses taught by Dr Smith and a weak preference for courses that meet after 10 a.m. All other things being equal, this agent will presumably prefer taking CS360, which is taught by Dr Smith and meets at 9 a.m. to taking CS420, which is taught by Dr Brown and meets at noon. This is because CS360 satis"es the stronger preference while CS420 satis"es the weaker one.
However, it is not the case that an agent always considers a preference either satis"ed or unsatis"ed. Oftentimes, when none of the alternatives exactly satisfy an agent's preferences, she will prefer those that come closer to satisfying her preferences over others. Thus, in evaluating alternatives, it is important that a collaborative agent take into account the closeness of the matches between the attribute value preferred by the executing agent and the actual values of the attribute associated with the alternative being evaluated. For example, if the agent prefers taking easy courses, a moderate course should be considered preferable to a di$cult one, even though neither of them exactly satis"es the agent's preference.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that in evaluating the optimality of a proposal, a collaborative agent must take into account both the strengths of the executing agent's preference as well as the closeness of the matches between the preferred and actual values of the attributes of the alternatives. The next section describes our ranking advisor, whose task is to determine the best instantiation of a variable given an executing agent's preferences. These preferences are represented in the form, prefers(
, which indicates that \ agent has a \ strength preference that the attribute \ attribute of \ object be \ value when performing \ action. For instance, prefers (EA,Di.culty( \ course,easy) ,¹ake-Course,strong(pos)) indicates that EA has a strong positive preference for taking easy courses. In this paper, we limit our discussion to the situation in which there are several possible instantiations of the parameters of an action (such as CS883 and CS889 instantiating the parameter \ course in the action ¹ake-Course( \ agent, \ course)) and do not consider instances in which there are several alternative generic actions that will accomplish a higher level action.
¹he ranking advisor: The ranking advisor's task is to determine how the parameters of an action can best be instantiated, based on the executing agent's preferences. For each object that can instantiate a parameter of an action (such as CS889 instantiating \ course in ¹ake-Course(EA, \ course)), the ranking advisor is given the values of the object's attributes (e.g. Di.culty(CS889,easy)) and the executing agent's preferences with respect to possible values of these attributes (e.g. prefers (EA, Di.culty( \ course,easy) , ¹ake-Course, high-moderate(pos))). The actual values of the attributes are obtained from the system's knowledge base; the executing agent's preferences are extracted from the system's model of the executing agent which is constructed incrementally by reasoning about the agent's utterances, the agent's acceptance/rejection of proposals, and stereotypical user preferences (Carberry, Chu-Carroll & Elzer, 1999) .
In ranking candidate instantiations of a proposed action, the ranking advisor takes into account both the strengths of the executing agent's preferences, as well as the closeness of the matches between the preferred values and the actual values of the attributes. We utilize the weighted additive rule (Keeney & Rai!a, 1993; Payne, Bettman & Johnson, 1993) for modeling human decision-making in ranking the candidate instantiations. Given a set of attributes relevant to the agent's decision-making, the weighted additive rule assigns to each attribute a weight that indicates the importance of the attribute to the agent's overall decision, and to each candidate/attribute pair a score that represents how well the attribute's value for that particular candidate matches the agent's preferences. It then calculates an overall rating for a candidate by computing the product of the weight and the score for each attribute and summing the weighted scores for all attributes. The candidate with the highest overall rating will then be chosen. We adopt the weighted additive rule because it takes into account all of the relevant information about a candidate, resolves con#icting values by allowing tradeo!s to be COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS -By utilizing the weighted-additive rule, which is a linear utility method, we assume that the executing agent's preferences are independent of one another. We believe this to be a reasonable assumption in the university course advisement domain. However, one can argue that an agent may prefer taking a course taught by Dr Brown only if his preference to take an AI course is satis"ed (perhaps because Dr Brown is extremely good at teaching AI courses, but is quite unimpressive at other subjects). We leave it to future work to relax this assumption and investigate utilizing other more complex decision-making strategies. made among attributes, and is often viewed as a normative procedure for evaluating alternatives based on preferential choices (Payne et al., 1993) .-In order to utilize the weighted-additive rule in our decision-making process, we must "rst de"ne the weights and scores used to evaluate the alternatives. The strength of a preference indicates the importance of the preference to the executing agent and corresponds to the weight in the weighted additive rule. We model six degrees each of positive and negative preference strength (very-strong, strong, high-moderate, lowmoderate, weak, and very-weak), where the identi"ed strength of a preference is based on the surface form of an utterance used to convey a preference, the conversational circumstances in which the preference is conveyed, patterns of acceptance and rejection of proposals and a model of stereotypical user preferences (Carberry et al., 1999) . The closeness of a match indicates how well the actual value of an attribute matches the value preferred by the executing agent; thus, it corresponds to the score assigned to a candidate/attribute pair in the weighted additive rule. The possible values for the closeness of a match are exact, strong, weak and none, because this is the minimum number of values needed for comparing the closeness of two attribute values when neither of them exactly matches the executing agent's preferred value. The closeness of a match is measured based on the distance between the actual and the preferred values of an attribute where the unit of measurement di!ers depending on the type of the attribute. An attribute may be such that a partial match is not possible (such as the professor teaching a course), in which case the closeness of the match is either exact or none. The values of some attributes may be arranged on a scale (such as the di$culty of a course), in which the closeness of a match is based on the distance between the two values compared with the distance between the end points of the scale. In our implementation, if the distance between the two values is greater than zero but less than or equal to 1/4 of the maximum distance, the two values have a strong match; if the distance is between 1/4 and 1/2 of the maximum distance, they have a weak match; and if the distance is greater than 1/2 of the maximum distance, the match between them is none. For example, for the di$culty of a course which is ranked on a scale of very-di.cult, di.cult, moderate, easy and very-easy, the distance between very-di.cult and moderate is two, which is 1/2 of the maximum distance; thus, the match between the two values is weak. The values of other attributes may be arranged in a hierarchy (such as the content of a course), in which case the closeness of a match is measured based on the distance between the preferred value and the most speci"c common ancestor of the preferred and actual values, compared with the distance between the preferred value and the root node of the hierarchy (Chu-Carroll, 1996) . For each candidate instantiation, the ranking advisor assigns numerical values to the strength of the preferences for the relevant attributes and to the closeness of each match. Using the weighted additive rule, a weight is computed for each candidate instantiation by summing the products of corresponding terms of the strength of a preference and the closeness of a match. The weights are then normalized and the instantiation with the highest normalized weight is then considered the best instantiation for the action under consideration.
Example of ranking two alternative instantiations:
We demonstrate the ranking advisor by showing how two di!erent instantiations, CS883 and CS889, of the ¹ake-Course action are ranked. Figure 3 shows the system's knowledge about the attribute values for each of these two objects, as well as the system's beliefs about the executing agent's preferences with respect to the ¹ake-Course action.
The ranking advisor matches the executing agent's preferences against the system's domain knowledge for each of CS883 and CS889. For each preference, the ranking advisor records the strength of the preference and the closeness of the match between the preferred value and the actual values for each of CS883 and CS889. For instance, in considering the attribute di.culty, the strength of the preference is high-moderate(pos), and the closeness of the match is strong and exact for CS883 and CS889, respectively. Table 2 shows a summary of the preference strengths and the closeness of the matches for the relevant attributes for both candidates. The ranking advisor then assigns numerical values to each preference strength and closeness of match: values from 6 to !6 are assigned to preference strengths from very-strong(pos) to very-strong (neg) , and values from 3 to 0 are assigned to closeness of matches from exact to none. The preference strength and the closeness of match for each attribute are then multiplied to compute a weight for the attribute, and these attribute weights are summed to produce an overall evaluation for each alternative. A normalized evaluation for each alternative is then COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS 983 FIGURE 4. Dialog model for utterances (19) and (20).
-The maximum possible evaluation is the evaluation that will be assigned to an alternative when the closeness of matches for all attributes with positive preferences is exact, and those for attributes with negative preferences are none.
calculated by dividing its overall evaluation by the maximum possible evaluation.-In this example, the normalized evaluation for CS883 is 11/21 and that for CS889 is 1, suggesting that CS889 is a better instantiation than CS883 for the ¹ake-Course action for this particular executing agent.
Example of detecting suboptimal proposals: To illustrate how CORE makes use of agents' preferences in evaluating the optimality of a proposal, assume that EA has the preferences shown in Figure 3 , that EA has conveyed his intention to obtain a Master's degree in Computer Science (Get-Masters(EA,CS)), and that EA then says the following: =ho is teaching CS883?
The dialog model for utterances (19) and (20), shown in Figure 4 , indicates that EA is proposing the domain actions of taking CS883 as part of satisfying his seminar course requirement. Given the proposed actions and beliefs, CORE "rst evaluates the proposed -In this paper, we only consider cases in which an agent's proposed pieces of evidence all uniformly support or attack a belief. In cases where an agent proposes evidence to attack a belief, the proposed belief tree will be represented as the pieces of evidence supporting the negation of the belief being attacked.
?Note that WH-questions propose that the agents come to mutually know the referent of a variable. Once the proposal is accepted, the agents will work toward achieving this. Mutual knowledge is established when the other agent responds to the question by providing the referent of the variable and the response is accepted by the questioner. Similarly for the case of yes}no questions. (EA,CS) , and that ¹ake-Course(EA,CS883) is feasible; therefore, it evaluates the optimality of the proposed action. There are two instantiations of \ course for ¹ake-Course(EA, \ course) that satisfy the constraints speci"ed in the recipe for Satisfy-Seminar-Course: CS883 and CS889. The two alternatives are evaluated by the ranking advisor and the result of the evaluation, summarized in Table 2 , suggests that CS889 is a substantially better alternative than CS883. Thus, EA's original proposal is not accepted due to a suboptimally instantiated parameter.
EVALUATING PROPOSED BELIEFS
Besides evaluating proposed domain and problem-solving actions, a collaborative agent must also determine whether or not beliefs proposed by other agents are consistent with her private beliefs. The belief level of our dialog model consists of one or more belief trees where the belief represented by a child node is intended to provide support for the belief represented by its parent.-The beliefs captured by the nodes may be of three forms:
, meaning that \ agent1 and \ agent2 come to mutually know the referent of \ var which will satisfy \ prop, where
and \ agent2 coming to mutually know whether or not \ prop is true. Inform actions produce proposals for beliefs of the "rst type, while WH-questions and yes}no questions produce proposals for the second and third types of beliefs, respectively.?
Previous research has noted that agents do not merely believe or disbelieve a proposition; instead, they often consider some beliefs to be stronger (less defeasible) than others (Lambert & Carberry, 1992; Cawsey, Galliers, Logan, Reece & Jones, 1993) . Thus, we associate a strength with each belief by an agent; this strength indicates the agent's con"dence in the belief being an accurate description of situations in the real world. The strength of a belief is modeled with endorsements, which are explicit records of factors that a!ect one's certainty in a hypothesis (Cohen, 1985) , following Logan et al., 1994) . We adopt the endorsements proposed by Galliers (1992) , based primarily on the source of the information, modi"ed to include the strength of the informing agent's belief as conveyed by the surface form of the utterance used to express the belief. These endorsements are grouped into classes, warranted, very-strong, strong, weak and very-weak, based on the strength that each endorsement represents in order for COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS -In our model, an evidential relationship has two associated measures: (1) degree, representing the amount of support that the antecedent \ bel G provides for the consequent \ bel, and (2) strength, representing how strongly the agent believes the evidential relationship (Chu-Carroll, 1996) . For example, the system may have a very strong (strength) belief that a professor teaching a theory seminar provides very strong (degree) support for his research area being theory. Due to space limitations, we will not distinguish between degree and strength in the rest of this paper. We will use an agent's strength of belief in an evidential relationship to refer to the amount of support that the agent believes the antecedent provides for the consequent. This strength of belief is computed as the weaker of the degree and strength associated with the evidential relationship in the actual representation in our system.
?We adopt Galliers' belief revision mechanism for its ease of computation. The mechanisms that we have developed for evaluating proposed beliefs and for e!ectively resolving detected con#icts (Section 5.1) are independent of this belief revision mechanism. Readers are welcome to substitute their favorite means for combining beliefs of various strengths in its place. the strengths of multiple pieces of evidence for a belief to combine and contribute to determining the overall strength of the belief.
As discussed earlier, beliefs proposed by an agent can be represented as a tree structure where beliefs represented by child nodes are intended to provide support for beliefs represented by their parent nodes. Given the belief tree(s) proposed by the executing agent, the system must determine whether or not to accept the belief(s) represented by the root node(s) of the tree(s) (henceforth referred to as the top-level proposed belief(s)). This is because the top-level proposed belief is the belief that contributes to the problemsolving actions, and thus a!ects the domain plan being constructed, while its descendents are only intended to provide support for establishing the top-level proposed belief. In evaluating a top-level proposed belief ( \ bel), the system must "rst gather all of its evidence for and against \ bel. These pieces of evidence are obtained from three sources: (1) EA's proposal of \ bel, (2) the system's own private evidence pertaining to \ bel, and (3) evidence proposed by EA as support for \ bel. However, the evidence proposed as support for \ bel is only relevant to the system's evaluation of \ bel if the proposed evidence is accepted by the system; thus, as part of evaluating \ bel, the system must evaluate the pieces of evidence proposed as support for \ bel, i.e. the descendents of \ bel in the proposed belief tree, resulting in a recursive process. A piece of evidence for \ bel consists of an antecedent belief and an evidential relationship between the antecedent belief and \ bel. For example, one might support the claim that Dr Smith's research area is theory by stating that Dr Smith is teaching a theory seminar. This piece of evidence consists of the antecedent belief that Dr Smith is teaching a theory seminar and the evidential relationship that teaching a theory seminar generally implies that one's research area is theory.-To evaluate a piece of evidence, the system must evaluate both the antecedent belief and the evidential relationship. A piece of evidence is considered accepted if both the belief and the relationship are accepted, and rejected otherwise. Having evaluated each piece of evidence pertaining to \ bel, the system then can combine the e!ects of these pieces of evidence and determine its belief about \ bel. Figure 5 presents our algorithm for evaluating a proposal of beliefs based on the above principles. Evaluate-belief is invoked with \ bel instantiated as the top-level belief of a proposed belief tree. Evaluate-Belief calls a function Determine-Acceptance to compute whether to accept a belief. Determine-Acceptance uses a simpli"ed version of Galliers belief revision mechanism? (Galliers, 1992; Logan et al., 1994) to determine whether or not a proposed belief or evidential relationship should be accepted or rejected based on the constructed evidence set. It makes this decision by separating the evidence into two 
3. Return Determine-Acceptance( \ bel, evidence set) FIGURE 5. Algorithm for evaluating a proposed belief.
-In this algorithm we make the assumption that one set of evidence is always stronger than the other; in other words, the system can always come to a decision as to whether to accept or reject \ bel. However, our analysis of naturally occurring dialogs shows that in collaborative dialogs, agents are not always capable of making such a decision and in cases where an agent cannot determine whether to accept or reject a belief, she may initiate an information-sharing subdialog to share information with the other agent so that each agent can knowledgeably re-evaluate the belief. The process of initiating such information-sharing subdialogs during collaborative planning activities is discussed in Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1995b) and Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1998). sets, one that contains evidence supporting \ bel and one that contains evidence attacking \ bel, and then comparing their respective strengths.-In determining the strength of a piece of evidence consisting of an antecedent belief and an evidential relationship, Determine-Acceptance follows Walker's weakest link assumption (Walker, 1992) and computes the strength of the piece of evidence as the weaker of the strengths of the antecedent belief and the evidential relationship.
Notice that the process for evaluating proposed beliefs ( Figure 5 ) does not terminate as soon as a con#ict in the agents' beliefs is detected. This is because the only proposed beliefs that are relevant to the domain plan being constructed are the top-level proposed beliefs. If these beliefs are agreed upon by both agents, it is irrelevant whether or not the agents agree on the evidence used to support them (Young, Moore & Pollack, 1994) . Therefore, even if a child belief is rejected, the evaluation of its parent belief continues since acceptance of a parent belief is not contingent on the acceptance of the evidence proposed to support it. The dialog model for utterances (22) and (23), part of which is shown in Figure 6 , suggests that EA is proposing three mutual beliefs: (1) Dr Smith is not going on sabbatical next semester, (2) Dr Smith is teaching AI next semester and (3) Dr Smith teaching AI provides support for the belief that he is not going on sabbatical.
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The process of evaluating proposed beliefs is carried out by invoking the EvaluateBelief algorithm on the top-level proposed belief, On-Sabbatical(Smith, next semester). Since evaluating the top-level proposed belief involves evaluating the evidence that EA proposed to support it (step 2 in Figure 5 ), CORE evaluates the only piece of evidence proposed by EA by invoking Evaluate-Belief on both the belief and the evidential relationship that constitute the evidence, namely ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester) and supports(¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), On-Sabbatical(Smith,next semester)). When evaluating ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), CORE "rst searches in its private beliefs for evidence relevant to it. CORE very strongly believes that (1) Dr Brown is teaching AI next semester and (2) since only one person teaches a course, that Dr Brown teaching AI supports the belief that Dr Smith is not teaching AI. This pair of beliefs constitutes a very strong piece of evidence against ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), and is incorporated into the evidence set. In addition, EA's utterance in (23) conveys his belief that Dr Smith is teaching AI, which adds to the system's evidence set a strong piece of evidence that supports ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester). This is only a strong piece of evidence because although EA stated the belief in a direct statement, he is not believed to be an expert in the area of course assignment; thus it is endorsed as +non-expert, direct-statement, which has a corresponding strength of strong. Since ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester) has no children in the belief tree, CORE uses just this evidence set when invoking the Determine-Acceptance function (step 3) to determine the acceptance of ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester). Since the strength of the evidence against the proposed belief outweighs the strength of the evidence for the belief, the proposed belief is rejected.
Although CORE rejects the proposed belief ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), the evaluation process does not terminate but continues until the top-level proposed belief is evaluated. CORE next evaluates the proposed evidential relationship (step 2.2). Since CORE strongly believes that teaching a course implies that a faculty member is not on sabbatical, it accepts the proposed evidential relationship. Since CORE accepts supports(¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), On-Sabbatical(Smith,next semester)) but rejects ¹eaches(Smith,AI,next semester), the evidence that EA proposed to support OnSabbatical(Smith,next semester) is rejected by CORE (step 2.3). CORE then evaluates On-Sabbatical(Smith,next semester) itself (step 3). The evidence set contains a strong piece of evidence favoring Dr Smith not going on sabbatical, inferred from EA's statement in (22). The evidence set also contains a very strong piece of evidence that Dr Smith is going on sabbatical; this piece of evidence comes from CORE's private beliefs and is very strong because it was conveyed earlier via a direct statement by the chairperson of the department who is considered an expert in faculty members' whereabouts. Thus, the evidence in favor of the belief that Dr Smith is going on sabbatical outweighs the evidence against it, and CORE retains its original belief that Dr Smith is going on sabbatical next semester and rejects the top-level belief proposed by EA.
Collaborative negotiation for conflict resolution
The collaborative planning principle in Whittaker and Stenton (1988) , Walker and Whittaker (1990) and Walker (1992) suggests that &&conversants must provide evidence of a detected discrepancy in belief as soon as possible''. Thus, once an agent detects a relevant con#ict, she must notify the other agent of the con#ict and attempt to resolve it*to do otherwise is to fail in her responsibilities as a collaborative participant. The Modify part of the Propose}Evaluate}Modify collaborative cycle is invoked if a con#ict that warrants resolution is detected in the executing agent's proposal during the evaluation process. A con#ict warrants resolution if it a!ects the domain plan being constructed; thus con#icts in the proposed domain and problem-solving actions and con#icts regarding the top-level proposed beliefs need to be resolved in order for the agents to e!ectively continue their collaborative planning. In our model, the modi"cation process is carried out by invoking the Modify-Proposal problem-solving action, and its goal is for the agents to reach an agreement on accepting perhaps a variation of the executing agent's original proposal as a valid and reasonably e$cient way of achieving the executing agent's domain goal. However, an agent would be considered uncooperative if she modi"es a proposal without the other agent's consent; thus a collaborative agent must "rst convey to the other agent her desire to modify the proposal, and only when this proposal for modi"cation is accepted will the modi"cation process actually take place.
Communication for con#ict resolution involves an agent (agent A) conveying to the other agent (agent B) the detected con#ict and perhaps providing evidence to support her point of view. If agent B accepts A's proposed beliefs, thus accepting A's proposal to modify his original proposal, the actual modi"cation of the proposal will be carried out. On the other hand, if B does not immediately accept A's claim, he might provide evidence to justify his point of view, leading to a negotiation subdialog to resolve the detected con#ict. This negotiation subdialog may lead to (1) A accepting B's beliefs, thereby accepting B's original proposal and abandoning her proposal to modify it, (2) B accepting A's beliefs, allowing A to carry out the modi"cation of the proposal or (3) a disagreement between A and B that cannot be resolved. The last case is beyond the scope of this paper.
A proposal for modi"cation may fall into one of the three categories, based on features of the detected con#ict. First, the con#ict may be related to the validity of a proposition represented by a node in the proposal, i.e. when a proposed action is infeasible or when a proposed belief is rejected. Second, the con#ict may be related to the validity of the relationship between two nodes in the proposal, i.e. when a proposed contributes relationship between two actions or a proposed supports relationship between two beliefs COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS does not hold. Third, the con#ict may be related to the optimality of the proposed plan, i.e. when a better alternative to the proposed plan exists. Notice that in cases where the con#ict occurs at the domain or problem-solving level, the actual modi"cation of the proposal involves either replacing a proposed action with an appropriate one, or replacing the instantiation of a parameter of a proposed action with an alternative instantiation. In some cases, however, either one of these two modi"cations will result in a valid plan. In such cases, we argue that the latter approach should be taken in order to retain as much of the executing agent's original proposal as possible. This is because the executing agent's proposal of a particular action indicates his desire to perform the action; therefore the action should not be completely replaced if it can be avoided.
Our model provides an operational semantics for an agent's Modify action by capturing these three categories of proposal modi"cation in the recipe for the Modify-Proposal problem-solving action that is part of the recipe library used by CORE's mechanism for planning collaborative responses. A recipe (Pollack, 1986 ) is a template for performing an action. It includes a header specifying the action de"ned by the recipe, a type speci"cation (decomposition, specialization or primitive), the applicability conditions, preconditions, and constraints of the action, the subactions comprising the body of the recipe and the goals of performing the action. The applicability conditions and preconditions are both conditions that must be satis"ed before an action can be performed; however, it is anomalous for an agent to attempt to satisfy an unsatis"ed applicability condition while it is reasonable for an agent to construct a plan to satisfy a failed precondition. Constraints limit the allowable instantiation of variables in each component of a recipe. The body of a recipe consists of a set of simpler subactions for performing the action encoded by the recipe. When the recipe type is decomposition, all subactions in the body of the recipe must be performed; when the recipe type is specialization, the actions in the body are alternative ways of performing the action given in the recipe's header; and when the recipe type is primitive, the body of the recipe is nil and the action can be performed immediately. Finally, the goals of an action are what the agent performing the action intends to achieve. Variables in recipes are represented as lowercase strings preceded by an underscore, with the string re#ecting the variable's type; for example, \ course1 and \ course2 both refer to variables of type course. The body of the recipe for the Modify-Proposal problem-solving action consists of three specializations: (1) Correct-Node, invoked when a proposed action is infeasible or when a proposed belief is not accepted; (2) Correct-Relation, invoked when a proposal is ill-formed or when the evidential relationship between two proposed beliefs is not accepted; and (3) Improve-Parameter, invoked when a better instantiation of a parameter is found. Each specialization eventually decomposes into some primitive action which actually modi"es the proposal. However, since a collaborative agent should not modify a proposal without the other agent's consent, the three specializations share a common precondition*both agents must come to an agreement that the original proposal is faulty before any modi"cation can take place. It is the attempt to satisfy this precondition that leads to the generation of natural language utterances to resolve the con#ict in the agents' beliefs. Figure 7 shows the recipes for Correct-Node and one of its subactions, Modify-Node. The applicability conditions of Correct-Node specify that the action can only be invoked when \ agent1 believes that \ prop, the proposition in the erroneous element \ elem, is Action:
FIGURE 7. The Correct-Node and Modify-Node recipes.
not acceptable while \ agent2 believes that it is acceptable, i.e. when the agents disagree about the feasibility of \ prop when it is instantiated as an action or about the truth of \ prop when it is instantiated as a belief. The precondition of Modify-Node, however, shows that the action can only be performed if \ agent1 and \ agent2 mutually believe that \ prop is not acceptable * that is, the con#ict between \ agent1 and \ agent2 must have been resolved. The attempt to satisfy this precondition causes the system to try to establish the mutual belief that \ prop is not acceptable, leading it to invoke discourse actions to modify EA's beliefs. This can be viewed as the system initiating a negotiation subdialog to resolve the detected con#ict. If the executing agent accepts the system's claim that the original proposal is erroneous, thus satisfying the precondition of ModifyNode, the original proposal can be modi"ed; however, if the executing agent does not accept the system's beliefs, he may try to modify the system's (implicitly) proposed modi"cation of his original proposal, resulting in a recursive modi"cation process.
In order to retain as much of the original proposal as possible when modifying a proposal, the Modify-Node action has two specializations: Remove-Node and AlterNode. Remove-Node is selected if the agents disagree about \ prop in its entirety, i.e. if the generic action represented by \ prop cannot be performed by the executing agent or if the belief represented by \ prop is rejected by the system. It will cause the subtree rooted at the node that contains \ prop to be removed from the dialog model. On the other hand, Alter-Node is selected if a parameter of the action represented by \ prop is inappropriately instantiated. This will cause the generic action to remain in the dialog model but the problematic parameter to become uninstantiated. In subsequent dialog, the agents may propose replacements for the deleted portions of the dialog model by invoking InsertCorrection, the second subaction of Correct-Node.
SELECTING THE FOCUS OF MODIFICATION
When the Modify-Proposal action invokes one of its subactions, it must determine the aspect of the proposal that the system will address in its pursuit of con#ict resolution. For instance, in the case of Correct-Node, it must determine how the parameter \ elem in
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Correct-Node (Figure 7 ) should be instantiated. If the reason for proposal rejection occurs at the domain or problem-solving level, the focus of modi"cation is the single action or contributes relationship identi"ed as a source of disagreement during the evaluation process, since the evaluation of proposed actions terminates as soon as a con#ict is detected. However, if the reason for rejection occurs at the belief level, determining the instantiation of this parameter is a more complicated process. A proposal at the belief level is rejected if at least one of the top-level proposed beliefs is rejected. When a top-level proposed belief is rejected, the system may also have rejected some of the evidence proposed by EA to support the belief. For each rejected top-level proposed belief, \ bel, the system could either attempt to change the executing agent's belief about \ bel by (1) directly providing evidence against \ bel itself, (2) changing the executing agent's beliefs about the rejected children to eliminate his reasons for believing in \ bel and thereby causing him to accept \ bel or (3) addressing both \ bel and its rejected children. Since collaborative agents are expected to engage in e!ective and e$cient dialogs and not to argue for the sake of arguing, the system should address the rejected belief(s) that it predicts will most e$ciently resolve the agent's con#ict regarding the top-level proposed belief. This subset of rejected beliefs will be referred to as the focus of modi,cation.
The process for selecting the focus of modi"cation involves two steps. First, a collaborative agent must identify those beliefs and evidential relationships which, if refuted, might resolve the agents' con#ict about the top-level proposed belief. Second, the agent must examine these beliefs and evidential relationships to select the subset that it will explicitly refute; this selection should be based on the likelihood of each potential choice changing the executing agent's belief about the rejected top-level proposed belief.
Identifying the candidate foci tree.
We use the term candidate foci tree to refer to the set of beliefs whose refutation might resolve the agents' con#ict about the top-level belief in a rejected proposed belief tree. The candidate foci tree is a tree structure that contains the rejected top-level proposed belief (since successful refutation of this belief will resolve the agents' con#ict about the belief ) as well as the pieces of evidence that satisfy the following two conditions. First, the evidence must have been rejected by the system, since if the agents agree about the evidence, then nothing would be gained by attempting to refute it. Second, the evidence must be intended to support a rejected belief or evidential relationship that is part of the candidate foci tree. This is because successful refutation of such evidence will lessen the support for the rejected belief or relationship and thus indirectly further refutation of the piece of evidence that it is part of; by transitivity, this refutation indirectly furthers refutation of the top-level proposed belief. For example, suppose that the system chooses to refute a piece of evidence E that is intended to support a rejected belief in the candidate foci tree that is intended as evidence E for the top-level belief. If this refutation convinces the other agent that E is not valid evidence, then it reduces the amount of evidence supporting the belief in E that was provided as support for the top-level belief; consequently, the con#ict about this supporting belief in E may be resolved, thereby providing less evidence for the top-level belief and potentially resolving the con#ict about it.
Our algorithm for identifying the candidate foci tree captures these principles in a depth-"rst search of the nodes of a rejected proposed belief tree. Given the proposed The parenthesized letters indicate whether a belief or evidential relationship was accepted (a) or rejected (r) during the evaluation process. When traversing the evidence proposed to support node a, the piece of evidence containing b and supports(b,a) is incorporated into the candidate foci tree because the evidence itself was rejected by the system and the belief it is intended to support (node a) was also rejected. Similarly, d and supports(d,b) as well as e and supports(e,b) are included in the candidate foci tree. The evidence consisting of c and supports(c,a) is not included in the candidate foci tree because there is no con#ict between the agents regarding the validity of this piece of evidence. Finally, f and supports(f,e) are not incorporated into the candidate foci tree because, even though the evidence itself was rejected by the system, both agents accept the belief that it is intended to support (node e); once the system accepts a belief, it is irrelevant whether it accepts the executing agent's evidence for that belief (Young et al., 1994) .
Selecting beliefs for explicit refutation.
Once the candidate foci tree is identi"ed, the system must determine the focus of modi"cation for the top-level rejected belief*i.e. select the subset of the rejected beliefs in the candidate foci tree that will be explicitly refuted in order to resolve the agents' con#ict about the top-level proposed belief. As discussed earlier, in order to resolve the agents' con#ict about \ bel, the system has three choices: (1) explicitly refute \ bel by providing evidence against it, (2) explicitly refute the evidence that the executing agent proposed as support for \ bel, thereby eliminating the executing agent's reasons for believing in \ bel and (3) address both \ bel and the evidence proposed to support it. Given these three choices, a collaborative agent's "rst preference should be to address the rejected evidence. The reason for this is twofold. First, McKeown's focusing rules suggest that continuing a newly introduced topic is preferable to returning to a previous topic (McKeown, 1985) . When an agent refutes a piece of evidence proposed to support \ bel, both the evidence and \ bel are considered open beliefs and both beliefs can be addressed naturally in subsequent dialogs. On the other hand, if the agent addresses \ bel directly by providing evidence refuting it, thus implicitly closing discussion of the pieces of evidence proposed to support \ bel (even though some of them are not accepted by the agent), then it will be less coherent to return to these COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS rejected pieces of evidence later on in the dialog. Second, in addressing a piece of rejected evidence to refute \ bel, an agent conveys disagreement regarding both the evidence and \ bel. If this refutation succeeds, then the agents not only have resolved their con#ict about \ bel, but have also eliminated a piece of invalid support for \ bel. Although the agents' goal is only to resolve their con#ict about \ bel, removing support for \ bel has the bene"cial side e!ect of strengthening acceptance of it*i.e. removing any lingering doubts that the agent who gives up his belief in \ bel might have. If the system chooses to refute the supporting evidence, then it must identify a minimally su$cient subset of this evidence to actually refute.
In order to determine whether or not the system can successfully refute \ bel by addressing its rejected evidence, the system must "rst predict whether or not refuting the rejected evidence for \ bel will result in the executing agent giving up his belief in \ bel. This prediction process involves two steps. First, the system must predict whether or not it has su$cient justi"cation to convince the executing agent that the pieces of evidence being refuted are invalid. If the system predicts that it can successfully refute a subset of the rejected evidence, the second step is to predict whether or not eliminating this subset of the rejected evidence is su$cient to cause the executing agent to accept \ bel. If refuting the rejected evidence is predicted to fail to resolve the agents' con#ict about \ bel, the system should consider whether directly attacking \ bel will cause the executing agent to reject it. If this is again predicted to fail, the system should consider whether attacking both \ bel and its children will cause the executing agent to reject \ bel. If none of these is predicted to succeed, then the system does not have su$cient evidence to convince the executing agent of \ bel. Our algorithm Select-Focus-Modi5cation shown in Figure 9 captures the aforementioned principles in analysing the candidate foci tree and selecting the beliefs that will be explicitly refuted. This selection process requires that the system be able to predict the e!ect that a set of evidence will have on the executing agent's acceptance of a belief. Logan et al. (1994) proposed a mechanism for predicting how a hearer's beliefs will be altered by some communicated beliefs. This mechanism utilizes Galliers' belief revision mechanism (Galliers, 1992) to predict the hearer's belief in \ bel based on two sources of information: (1) the speaker's beliefs about the hearer's evidence pertaining to \ bel and (2) the evidence that the speaker is planning on presenting to the hearer. Information from these two sources captures the speaker's beliefs about the hearer's evidence for and against \ bel (after the speaker's evidence relevant to \ bel has been presented to the hearer); by applying Galliers' belief revision mechanism to these pieces of evidence, the speaker is then able to predict the hearer's resulting belief about \ bel. Our Select-FocusModi5cation algorithm invokes a function Predict that utilizes this strategy for predicting the hearer's beliefs.
If our algorithm determines that resolving the con#ict about \ bel involves refuting its rejected evidence (steps 4.2 and 4.4), then it invokes the Select-Min-Set function to identify a minimally su$cient subset of the rejected beliefs that will actually be refuted. Select-Min-Set "rst takes those pieces of evidence in \ cand-set and orders them in decreasing order of the impact that each piece of evidence is believed to have on the strength of the executing agent's belief in \ bel. In order to select the minimum subset that is su$cient for changing the executing agent's belief about \ bel, the system "rst predicts whether or not changing the executing agent's belief about the "rst piece of evidence 
4. /*Choose between attacking the proposed evidence for \ bel and attacking \ bel itself: */ 4.1. /* Form candidate set consisting of the pieces of evidence that the system rejected and which it predicts it can successfully refute */
e., EA's disbelief in all rejected evidence which the system can refute will cause him to reject \ bel), 
. Algorithm for selecting the focus of modi"cation.
( \ evid ) is su$cient. If not, this indicates that merely addressing one piece of evidence will not be su$cient to change the executing agent's belief about \ bel (since the other pieces of evidence contribute less to the executing agent's belief in \ bel); thus the system predicts whether addressing the "rst two pieces of evidence in the ordered set is su$cient. This process continues until the system "nds the "rst n pieces of evidence which it predicts, when disbelieved by the executing agent, will cause him to give up his belief in \ bel. The components of these n pieces of evidence that were rejected by the system are then returned by Select-Min-Set, and the focus of modi"cation for \ bel is the union of the focus for each element in \ min-set (step 4.2). This process guarantees that \ min-set is the minimum subset of evidence proposed to support \ bel that the system believes it must address in order to change the executing agent's belief in \ bel. After the Select-Focus-Modi5cation process is completed, each rejected top-level proposed belief ( \ bel) will be annotated with a set of beliefs on which the system should focus ( \ bel.focus) when attempting to change the executing agent's view of \ bel. The negations of these beliefs are then posted by the system as mutual beliefs to be achieved in order to carry out the modi"cation process, leading the system to generate natural -For details on how the system selects a subset of the available pieces of evidence to present to the executing agent as support for the system's claims, see Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1998) and Chu-Carroll (1996) . language utterances to convey these beliefs and to provide supporting evidence for them.-
EXAMPLES OF COLLABORATIVE NEGOTIATION FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Correcting invalid proposals.
In order to illustrate the process for modifying proposed actions, we return to the example in utterances (17) and (18), repeated below, whose dialog model is shown in Figure 2. (17) EA: I want to satisfy my foreign language requirement. (18) =here is the exemption form for French101?
The evaluation of the proposed domain actions in Figure 2 was discussed in Section 4.1.1, and resulted in the rejection of the proposal because CORE believes that the proposed action Obtain-Exemption(EA,French101) is not feasible. Since EA's proposal is not accepted, CORE invokes the Modify-Proposal action in order to resolve the detected con#ict in the proposal. Since the only detected con#ict is the feasibility of Obtain-Exemption (EA, French101) , it is selected as the focus of modi"cation, thus leading Modify-Proposal to select Correct-Node (Figure 7) as its specialization. Figure 10 shows the modi"cation process and how the Correct-Node action is expanded. In order to satisfy the precondition of Modify-Node that both agents agree about the infeasibility of Obtain-Exemption(EA,French101), CORE attempts to establish the mutual belief that Obtain-Exemption(EA,French101) is infeasible and to support it by establishing the mutual belief that EA is a native North American. To accomplish this, CORE invokes Inform discourse actions (Figure 11 ), whose goal is for the agents to mutually believe a proposition, thus generating the semantic representations of the following two utterances: (24) CA: Obtaining an exemption for French101 is not feasible. (25) >ou are a native North American.
Notice that in Figure 10 , the actions for modifying EA's proposal operate on the entire dialog model in Figure 2 , and therefore are represented as meta-level problem-solving actions. If EA accepts CORE's proposed beliefs, thus satisfying the precondition of Modify-Node, the modi"cation process can be performed and changes made to EA's original proposal. In this example, EA's proposal was rejected because the generic action Obtain-Exemption could not be performed by EA; thus, once EA has agreed that the proposal must be modi"ed, Remove-Node will be selected as a specialization of ModifyNode, and Obtain-Exemption and all proposed actions and mutual beliefs that contribute to it will be removed from the proposal. Alternative actions that contribute to SatisfyForeign-¸anguage(EA) (such as ¹ake-Course(EA,French101)) may be incorporated into the proposal by Insert-Correction, the second subaction of Modify-Node.
Assuming that the agents encounter no further con#ict in performing Insert-Correction, the modi"cation process at the meta-level is completed and the modi"ed base-level dialog model is returned to. The proposed additions now consist of actions agreed upon 996 FIGURE 10. Responding to implicitly conveyed con#icts.
Action:
Inform
FIGURE 11. Recipe for the Inform discourse action.
by both agents and will therefore be incorporated into the existing model. Notice that our model separates the negotiation subdialog (captured at the meta level) from the original dialog while allowing the same plan-based mechanism to be used at both levels. Furthermore, since Remove-Node removes all proposed actions and beliefs that contribute to Obtain-Exemption(EA,French101), including the proposal at the belief level that the agents mutually know the referent of the location where there are exemption forms for French101, EA's question in utterance (18) will no longer be answered. Thus, our model accounts for a feature of collaborative planning dialogs*questions may never be answered because they become super#uous to a correct means of achieving an agent's goals. The evaluation of the dialog model for these utterances (Figure 4 ) was discussed in Section 4.1.2, and led to the rejection of EA's proposal because CORE believes that there exists a better alternative. CORE then invokes the Modify-Proposal action which selects as its specialization Improve-Parameter. Similar to the previous example, CORE attempts to satisfy the precondition that the agents' beliefs be reconciled before actually modifying the proposal; thus it posts the belief that CS889 is a better alternative than CS883 as a mutual belief to be achieved, supported by its reasons for holding this belief. The supporting evidence is selected by comparing the sets of information used by the ranking advisor (Table 2) and selecting the features that contribute the most to making CS889 preferable to CS883. This process leads the system to generate the semantic representations of the following utterances: Utterances (29) and (30) would be interpreted as an indication that EA does not accept CA's previously proposed mutual belief isa (EA,native-NA) . Figure 12 shows the dialog model that would be constructed after these utterances. Suppose CORE believes that EA has been living in North America since age "ve and that for the purpose of foreign language exemptions, a person is considered a non-native North American only if he (1) was born outside of North America and (2) lived outside of North America until at least age six. CORE evaluates the proposed beliefs by invoking Evaluate-Belief on the top-level proposed belief isa(EA,native-NA). Evaluate-Belief "rst evaluates the evidence proposed to support isa(EA,native-NA), namely born(EA,Paris) and supports (born(EA,Paris) , isa(EA,native-NA)). CORE accepts the belief that EA was born in Paris, and evaluates the proposed evidential relationship. CORE believes that in order for one to be considered a non-native North American, conditions (1) and (2) above must hold. Although EA explicitly stated condition (1) (in utterance (30)), CORE believes that the second condition necessary for the evidential relationship to hold is not true (since CORE believes that EA has been living in North America since age "ve); thus, it rejects the proposed evidential relationship. Consequently, CORE rejects EA's proposed evidence for isa(EA,native-NA), thus retaining -=arranted is the strongest level of belief; in our system, CORE's beliefs about university policies and procedures are encoded as warranted beliefs, since the system has authoritative knowledge in this area. its prior belief that EA is a native North American (as conveyed in utterance (25)). Since EA's top-level proposed belief is rejected, the modi"cation process will be invoked.
In modifying the proposal, the focus of modi"cation must be identi"ed in order to determine how the subactions of Modify-Proposal should be selected and instantiated. In selecting the focus of modi"cation, CORE "rst identi"es the candidate foci tree and then invokes the Select-Focus-Modi5cation algorithm on the belief at the root node of the candidate foci tree. In this example, the candidate foci tree is identical to the proposed belief tree in Figure 12 , since both the top-level proposed belief and the evidence proposed to support it were rejected during the evaluation process. This indicates that the focus of modi"cation could be either isa(EA,native-NA) or the supports relationship between the two proposed beliefs (since born(EA,Paris) was accepted by CORE). When Select-Focus-Modi5cation is applied to isa(EA,native-NA), the algorithm is "rst recursively invoked on supports(born (EA,Paris) , isa(EA,native-NA)) to determine the focus for modifying the evidential relationship (step 4.2 in Figure 9 ). CORE has a warranted-belief that in order to be considered a non-native North American, one must have been born outside of North America and have lived outside of North America until at least age six. Since CORE is an authority in the area of university policy, it predicts that these beliefs, when presented to EA, will be su$cient to change his belief in the proposed evidential relationship; thus the focus of modi"cation for this evidential COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS 999 Action:
modi"ed( \ proposed)
FIGURE 13. The Correct-Relation and Modify-Relation recipes.
relationship is the relationship itself (step 2). Having selected the focus of modi"cation for the rejected evidential relationship, CORE then determines whether or not attacking this evidential relationship is su$cient to change EA's belief about the top-level proposed belief (step 4.2). Since CORE believes that having been born in Paris is the only piece of evidence EA has for his belief that he is not a native North American, it predicts that eliminating EA's belief in supports(born (EA,Paris) , isa(EA,native-NA)) will cause him to give up on his belief in isa(EA,native-NA); thus, the focus of modi"cation will be the rejected evidential relationship. Since the focus of modi"cation is an evidential relationship, Correct-Relation is selected as a specialization of the Modify-Proposal action. Figure 13 shows the recipes for Correct-Relation and one of its subactions, Modify-Relation. Notice that the applicability conditions of Correct-Relation indicate that the action can be invoked if \ agent1 believes that the relationship between \ prop1 and \ prop2 does not hold (in this example the system believes that the supports relationship between born(EA,Paris) and isa(EA,native-NA) does not hold) while \ agent2 believes that this relationship does hold. The precondition of Modify-Relation, however, shows that the action can be performed only if \ agent1 and \ agent2 mutually believe that the relationship in question is invalid, i.e. the con#ict between the agents must have been resolved. Thus, CORE posts holds(supports,born(EA,Paris), isa(EA,native-NA)) as a mutual belief to be achieved between the agents. Discourse actions are then invoked to convey the belief as well as its supporting evidence to EA, leading to the generation of the semantic representations of the following utterances: -If EA had other reasons to believe that he is not a native North American, he, as a collaborative agent, would provide them as further support for this belief, instead of merely accepting utterances (31) and (32). Now if EA conveys acceptance of the proposed mutual beliefs, thereby satisfying the precondition of Correct-Relation, the proposed evidential relationship at the belief level in Figure 12 will be removed. This leaves EA with no more reason to believe that he is not a native North American;-thus, the Modify-Proposal action and its subactions in Figure  12 will be abandoned and the dialog model in Figure 10 will be returned to. EA accepts the proposed mutual belief that he is a native North American and thus the mutual belief that he is not eligible for a foreign language exemption, the latter of which satis"es the precondition of Modify-Node. Therefore, CORE executes Modify-Node and removes the Obtain-Exemption action and all actions and beliefs that contribute to the proposal of Obtain-Exemption in Figure 2. 
Implementation and Evaluation
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
We have implemented a prototype of our con#ict resolution system, CORE, for a university course advisement domain; the system was implemented in Common Lisp with the Common Lisp Object System under SunOS. CORE realizes the response generation process for con#ict resolution by utilizing the strategies detailed in this paper. Given the dialog model constructed from EA's proposal, it performs the evaluation and modi"cation processes in our Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework. Domain knowledge used by CORE includes (1) knowledge about objects in the domain, their attributes and corresponding values, such as the professor of CS882 being Dr Smith, (2) knowledge about a hierarchy of concepts in the domain; for instance, computer science can be divided into hardware, software and theory and (3) knowledge about evidential inference rules in the domain, such as a professor being on sabbatical normally implies that he is not teaching courses. CORE also maintains a user model for each executing agent. The user model contains three types of information: (1) EA's preferences associated with actions in the domain, (2) EA's particular circumstances and characteristics relevant to the domain, such as EA having obtained credit for CS601 and (3) CORE's beliefs about EA's domain knowledge. Both CORE's domain knowledge and its beliefs about EA as captured in its user model will be used in its evaluation of a proposal made by EA, and in tailoring its responses to the particular EA. In addition, CORE maintains a library of generic recipes in order to plan its actions. In our implementation, CORE has knowledge about 29 distinct objects, 14 evidential rules, and 43 domain, problem-solving and discourse recipes. Since the focus of this work is on the evaluation and modi"cation processes which are captured as problem-solving actions, 25 of the 43 recipes are domainindependent problem-solving recipes.
CORE takes as input a four-level dialog model that represents intentions inferred from EA's utterances, such as that in Figure 2 . This dialog model is hand-generated based on what would be the output of the hypothesized plan recognition algorithm discussed in Section 3. It then evaluates the proposal to determine whether to accept the proposal or to reject the proposal and attempt to modify it. As part of the con#ict resolution process, COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS CORE determines the discourse acts that should be adopted to respond to EA's utterances, and generates the semantic forms of the utterances that realize these discourse acts.
EVALUATION OF CORE
6.2.1. Methodology. In order to obtain an initial assessment of the quality of CORE's responses, we performed an evaluation to determine whether or not the strategies adopted by CORE are reasonable strategies that a system should employ when participating in collaborative planning dialogs and whether other options should be considered. The evaluation, however, was not intended to address the completeness of the types of responses generated by CORE, nor was it intended to be a full-scale evaluation such as would be provided by integrating CORE's strategies into an actual interactive advisement system.
The evaluation was conducted via a questionnaire in which human judges ranked CORE's responses to EA's utterances among a set of alternative responses, and rated their level of satisfaction with each individual response. The questionnaire contained a total of seven dialog segments that demonstrated CORE's ability to correct invalid plans, to suggest better alternatives, and to correct con#icting beliefs; other dialog segments included in the questionnaire addressed aspects of CORE's performance that are not relevant to the topic of this paper. For each dialog segment, the judges were given the following information:
E Input to CORE: This included EA's utterances (for illustrative purposes), the actions and beliefs that would be inferred from each of these utterances and the relationship among them. In e!ect, this is a textual description of (a relevant subset of ) the dialog model that would be inferred from EA's utterances. E CORE1s relevant knowledge: CORE's knowledge relevant to its evaluation of the actions/beliefs given in the input, CORE's strength of belief in each piece of knowledge, as well as CORE's beliefs about EA's preferences and their strengths. E Responses: For each dialog segment, "ve alternative responses were given, one of which was the actual response generated by CORE (the responses were presented in random order so that the judges were not aware of which response was actually generated by the system). The other four responses were obtained by altering CORE's response generation strategies. For instance, the response generation strategies for correcting invalid plans may be modi"ed to provide answers to EA's questions before correcting the proposal. Similarly, when con#ict exists about a top-level belief in a proposed belief tree, the preference in the Select-Focus-Modi5cation algorithm can be altered to allow CORE to consider directly refuting the top-level belief before considering refuting its rejected evidence. Appendix A shows a sample dialog from the questionnaire to illustrate the degree of variation of the alternative responses and how CORE's generation algorithm was modi"ed to obtain these responses.
In the questionnaire, the judges were explicitly instructed not to pay attention to the phrasing of CORE's responses, but to evaluate the responses based on their conciseness, coherence and e+ectiveness, since it was the content of CORE's responses that was of The goal of this ranking was to compare our response generation strategies with other alternative strategies that might be adopted in designing a response generation system. The judges were asked to rank in numerical order the "ve responses based on their evaluation of the quality of the responses.
Twelve subjects, all of whom are undergraduate or graduate students in computer science or linguistics, were asked to participate in this evaluation; evaluation forms were returned anonymously by 10 subjects by the established deadline. Note that the judges had not been taught about the CORE system and its processing mechanisms prior to the evaluation.
Results.
Two sets of results were computed for the subjects' level of satisfaction with CORE's responses, and for the ranking of CORE's responses as compared with the alternative responses. The results of our evaluation are shown in Tables 3(a) and 3(b). In COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS order to assess the judges' level of satisfaction with CORE's responses, we assigned a value of 1}5 to each of the satisfaction ratings where 1 is terrible and 5 is very good. The mean and standard deviation of CORE's actual response in each dialog segment were then computed, as well as the mean of all alternative responses provided for each dialog segment, which was used as a basis for comparison. Table 3(a) shows that in the three dialog segments in which CORE corrected an invalid plan (IP1, IP2 and IP3), the mean satisfaction ratings given to CORE's actual response range from being as good as to being substantially better than the mean satisfaction ratings given to all other responses [columns 1 and 3 in Table 3 (a)]. However, the two dialog segments in which CORE suggested a better alternative (BA1 and BA2) were shown to be more problematic in that the means of CORE's responses were lower than the mean of all alternative responses and that the judges' ratings were less uniform than in the other dialogs (as shown by the standard deviations). Finally, the judges found CORE's responses in the two dialog segments in which CORE corrected detected con#icts in beliefs (CB1 and CB2) to be more coherent, concise and e!ective than the alternative responses.
To assess the ranking of CORE's responses as compared with alternative responses, we again computed the means and standard deviations of the rankings given to CORE's responses, as well as the mean ranking given to each of the alternative responses. The "rst column in Table 3 (b) shows the mean rankings of CORE's responses. This set of results is consistent with that in Table 3 (a) in that the dialog segments in which CORE's responses received a higher mean satisfaction rating also received a lower mean ranking (thus indicating a higher preference). The last column in Table 3 (b) shows how the mean of CORE's response in a dialog segment ranks when compared to the mean rankings of its alternative responses in the same dialog segment. A comparison between columns 1 and 3 in Table 3 (b) shows that, in each dialog segment, the mean ranking of CORE's response corresponds approximately to the ranking of CORE's mean among the mean rankings of all responses. The only exception is dialog IP2 where the mean of CORE's response is 3.1 while the ranking of CORE's mean is 4. For this dialog segment, the mean rankings for the four alternative responses are 3.0, 4.9, 1 and 3.0, respectively, indicating that the judges were consistent in selecting the best and worst responses, but did not have a clear preference between the other three responses, one of which was CORE's actual response.
Next, we attempted to examine the alternative responses that are consistently ranked higher than CORE's responses in each dialog segment. However, since many responses in the same dialog segment received similar mean satisfaction ratings, we performed the test between the satisfaction ratings given to CORE's actual response and each alternative response. We then selected for our analysis only those responses (1) whose satisfaction rating scores are signi"cantly di!erent from CORE's ratings (p(0.05) and (2) which are also ranked higher in preference than CORE's response. Our analysis of these selected alternative responses is summarized in Table 4 . For the dialog segments in which CORE corrected invalid plans or suggested better alternatives, we compared the preferred response to CORE's actual response based on their agreement on the outcome of the proposal evaluation, whether or not the user's question is directly answered and whether or not additional (unsolicited) information is provided in the responses, as shown in Table 4 (a). The table shows that in the three dialog segments where the top-ranked response received signi"cantly better scores than CORE's response, the preferred response is produced as a result of the evaluation component having rejected the proposal (which is in agreement with CORE), of the response generation component having directly answered the user's question (as opposed to CORE's choice not to answer the user's question), and of the response generation component having included information in addition to what the user has requested, i.e. correction of detected invalid plan or suggestion of better alternative (which is again in agreement with CORE). In fact, in these dialog segments, some judges explicitly commented that they found responses in which CORE merely corrected an invalid plan or suggested a better alternative without answering the user's question to be uncooperative. Note that these three dialogs share a common feature in that the user's question can be answered in one short sentence, such as &&Dr. Brown is teaching CS883'' or &&CS881 is a natural language processing course11. On the other hand, in dialog IP3, the user asked about how she should go about signing up for independent study (when she was not eligible to do so), the answer to which required enumerating the three steps necessary to carry out the intended action. In this example, CORE's response that corrected the invalid proposal but did not answer the question was ranked highest of all alternative responses, including the response in which CORE answered the question and corrected the proposal. Furthermore, some judges explicitly stated that they found the alternative long answer (describing the procedure for signing up for an independent study when the user is not eligible) to be irrelevant and useless. This suggests that it may not be su$cient to simply adopt a strategy that either always answers the user's question or always ignores the user's question when it is determined to be irrelevant; instead, the judges' evaluation suggests that perhaps a response generation strategy that takes into account the amount of information that needs to be provided to answer an irrelevant question may be more appropriate. However, in any case, the judges agreed that providing additional COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS -These two responses di!ered in the justi"cation that the system provided in support of its refutation of the proposed evidence. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be further addressed. Interested readers should refer to Chu-Carroll and Carberry (1998). information to correct invalid plans or to suggest better alternatives are cooperative strategies for a response generation system. Table 4 (b) presents an analysis of the alternative response that the judges liked signi"cantly better than CORE's response in correcting con#icting beliefs; the columns of Table 4 (b) show the outcome of the evaluation process (the Evaluate-Belief algorithm) and of selecting the rejected belief(s) that the system will explicitly address in its response (the Select-Focus-Modi5cation algorithm). Our analysis shows that the preferred response agreed with CORE in rejecting the user's proposed beliefs, but chose to address all four rejected beliefs in the user's proposal individually, while CORE selected one critical piece of proposed evidence to refute. However, in the second dialog segment on correcting con#icts in beliefs (CB2), the top two preferred responses both addressed merely the piece of evidence proposed to support the main belief.-The overall results of our evaluation lead us to conclude that further research is needed to determine the reasons that led the judges to provide seemingly contradictory judgments, and how these factors can be incorporated into CORE's algorithms to improve its performance. Although the best measure of performance would be to evaluate how our response generation strategies contribute to task success within a robust natural language advisement system, which is beyond our current capability, note that CORE's current strategies for correcting invalid proposals, suggesting better alternatives, and resolving con#icts in proposed beliefs result in responses that most of our judges consider concise, coherent and e!ective and thus provide an excellent basis for future work.
Related work
7.1. MODELING COLLABORATION Allen (1991) and Traum (1993) proposed a discourse model that di!erentiates among the shared and individual beliefs that agents might hold during collaboration. Their model consists of six plan modalities, organized hierarchically with inheritance in order to accommodate the di!erent states of beliefs during collaboration. The plan modalities include plan fragments that are private to an agent, those proposed by an agent but not yet acknowledged by the other, those proposed by an agent and acknowledged but not yet accepted by the other agent, and a shared plan between the two agents. Plan fragments move from the lower-level modalities (private plans) to the top-level shared plans if appropriate acknowledgment/acceptance is given. Although their framework provides a good basis for representing the state of collaborative planning, it does not specify how the collaborative planning process should be carried out and how responses should be generated when disagreements arise in such planning dialogs.
Grosz and Sidner developed a formal model that speci"es the beliefs and intentions that must be held by collaborative agents in order for them to construct a shared plan (Grosz & Sidner, 1990) . Their model, dubbed the SharedPlan model, eliminates the master}slave assumption typically made by plan recognition work prior to their e!ort.
Thus, instead of treating collaborative planning as having one controlling agent and one reactive agent where the former has absolute control over the formation of the plan and the latter is involved only in the execution of the plan, they view collaborative planning as &&two agents develop[ing] a plan together rather than merely execut[ing] the existing plan of one of them'' (Grosz & Sidner, 1990, p. 427) . Lochbaum (1994) developed an algorithm for modeling discourse using this SharedPlan model and showed how information-seeking dialogs could be modeled in terms of attempts to satisfy knowledge preconditions (Lochbaum, 1995) . Grosz and Kraus (1996) extended the SharedPlan model to handle actions involving groups of agents and complex actions that decompose into multi-agent actions. They proposed a formalism for representing collaborative agents' SharedPlans using three sources of information: (1) the agents' intention to do some actions, (2) their intentions that other agents will carry out some actions and (3) their intention that the joint activity will be successful. However, in their model the agents will avoid adopting con#icting intentions, instead of trying to resolve them.
Sidner analysed multi-agent collaborative planning discourse and formulated an arti"cial language for modeling such discourse using proposal/acceptance and proposal/rejection sequences (Sidner, , 1994 . In other words, a multi-agent collaborative planning process is represented in her language as one agent making a proposal (of a certain action or belief ) to the other agents, and the other agents either accepting or rejecting this proposal. Each action (such as propose or accept) is represented by a message sent from one agent to another, which corresponds to the natural language utterances in collaborative planning discourse. Associated with each message is a set of actions that modi"es the stack of open beliefs, rejected beliefs, individual beliefs and mutual beliefs, that facilitate the process of belief revision. However, it was not Sidner's intention to specify con#ict detection and resolution strategies for agents involved in collaborative interactions. Walker (1996) also developed a model of collaborative planning in which agents propose options, deliberate on proposals that have been made, and either accept or reject proposals. Our Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework builds on these notions of proposal/acceptance and proposal/rejection sequences during collaborative planning.
Walker argues against what she terms the redundancy constraint in discourse (the constraint that redundant information should be omitted) (Walker, 1996) . She notes that this constraint erroneously assumes that a hearer will automatically accept claims that are presented to him, and would cause the speaker to believe that it is unnecessary to present evidence that the hearer already knows or should be able to infer (even though this evidence may not currently be part of his attentional focus). Walker investigated the e$ciency of di!erent communicative strategies, particularly the use of informationally redundant utterances (IRUs), under di!erent assumptions about resource limits and processing costs and her work suggests that e!ective use of IRU's can reduce e!ort during collaborative planning and negotiation. Heeman and Hirst (1995) investigated collaboration on referring expressions of objects co-present with the dialog participants. They viewed the processes of building referring expressions and identifying their referents as a collaborative activity, and modeled them in a plan-based paradigm. Their model allows for negotiation in selecting amongst multiple candidate referents; however, such negotiation is restricted to the disambiguation process, instead of a negotiation process in which agents try to resolve con#icting beliefs. Edmonds (1994) studied an aspect of collaboration similar to Heeman. However, he was concerned with collaborating on references to objects that are not mutually known to the dialog participants (such as references to landmarks in direction-giving dialogs). Again, Edmonds captures referent identi"cation as a collaborative process and models it within the planning/plan recognition paradigms. However, he focuses on situations in which an agent's "rst attempt at describing a referent is considered insu$cient by the recipient and the agents collaborate on expanding the description to provide further information and does not consider cases in which con#icts arise between the agents during this process. Ramshaw (1987) modeled problem-solving actions such as evaluating a plan or considering alternative plans in parallel for the purpose of understanding user utterances. However, he was not concerned with agents collaborating on what problem-solving actions to pursue for the purpose of responding to such user utterances, which is the focus of our work. Baker (1994) developed a model for negotiation in collaborative learning dialogs, in which two agents successively re,ne each other's o!ers in order to reach an agreement on a set of propositions. He then analysed the o+er and accept actions that typically make up such negotiation dialogs, speci"ed how application of these actions update the context with respect to both the speaker and the hearer and analysed the relations between successive o!ers, such as one o!er generalizing or subtyping another. Similar to Sidner (1994) , Baker focused on the analysis of negotiation dialogs instead of developing mechanisms for participating in such dialogs.
argued that in the information retrieval dialogs they analysed, &&in no cases does negotiation extend beyond the initial belief con#ict and its immediate resolution'' (Logan et al., 1994, p. 141) ; thus they do not provide a mechanism for extended collaborative negotiation. On the other hand, our analysis of naturally occurring collaborative negotiation dialogs shows that con#ict resolution does extend beyond a single exchange of con#icting beliefs; therefore we employ a recursive Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework that allows for extended negotiation. Furthermore, their system deals with one con#ict at a time, while our model is capable of selecting a focus in its pursuit of con#ict resolution when multiple con#icts arise. Moore and Paris (1993) developed a text planner that captures both intentional and rhetorical information. Since their system includes a Persuade operator for convincing a user to perform an action, it does not assume that the hearer would perform a recommended action without additional motivation. However, although they provide a mechanism for responding to requests for further information, they do not identify strategies for negotiating with the user if the user expresses con#ict with the system's recommendation. Traum and Allen (1994) developed a discourse actor which, among other responsibilities, selects an appropriate system action (sometimes in the form of response generation) based on the current state of the conversational model. However, although their system may choose to deal with a non-yet-accepted proposal, it does not include mechanisms for determining how to go about addressing such a proposal; therefore their system cannot engage in collaborative negotiation for con#ict resolution between the system and the user.
Van Beek (1987) developed a system that produces responses by taking into account the overall plans and goals hypothesized for a user, based on Joshi et al. (1984) . His user goals include desirable characteristics that our system treats as preferences, and he evaluates a plan based on the number of goals it achieves. Thus van Beek's system is unable to reason about how important a particular attribute is to a user or take into consideration the closeness of the matches when it is not possible to exactly satisfy every preference. We argue that this does not accurately model the way humans evaluate alternative plans (Carberry et al., 1999) .
Future work
There are several directions in which the work described in this paper can be extended. First of all, discussions in this paper have been limited to collaborative planning scenarios in which two agents work together to achieve a shared goal. Intutively, the Propose}Evaluate}Modify framework developed to model such collaborative planning activities would seem to be applicable to modeling collaborative planning among multiple (three or more) agents. However, problems arise when we consider situations in which more than one agent rejects a proposal and attempts to propose a modi"cation to the proposal. Since the agents have di!erent domain knowledge and preferences, they may propose to modify the proposal in di!erent manners. Two important problems need to be addressed in order for the agents to continue their collaborative planning in such a scenario. The "rst problem involves the coordination of activities among multiple collaborative agents, namely, how should dialog turn-taking among the participants be controlled in order to prevent multiple agents from proposing modi"cations to propo-COLLABORATIVE PLANNING DIALOGS FIGURE 14. Example of a belief playing multiple roles. sals at the same time? If a strict ordering scheme should be adopted, what should this scheme be? The second problem involves the evaluation and modi"cation strategies that an agent should employ when participating in multi-agent collaborative planning. Suppose that an agent rejects a proposal and, before she proposes her modi"cation, another agent proposes a di!erent modi"cation to the proposal. Should the "rst agent now propose her original modi"cations as if the second agent had not made a proposal? Should she evaluate the second agent's proposal of modi"cation and perhaps accept it instead of making her own proposal? Or should she attempt to come up with a new proposal of modi"cation that satis"es the intentions of both agents if possible? In order to select among these alternatives, a more sophisticated decision-making mechanism than that employed in two-agent collaborative planning must be developed.
An important assumption made in this paper regarding the relationships between proposed beliefs is that proposed beliefs can always be represented in a tree structure, i.e. each time a belief is proposed, it is intended as support for only one other belief. Relaxing this assumption complicates the selection of the focus of modi"cation during the con#ict resolution process. For instance, consider the proposed belief structure in Figure 14 . Suppose that the system evaluates the proposal and rejects all proposed beliefs A, B, C, D, and E. In selecting the focus of modi"cation, should the system now prefer addressing D because its resolution will potentially resolve the con#ict about both A and B? What if D is the belief which the system has the least amount of evidence against? Further research is needed to determine how the current algorithms for con#ict resolution should be modi"ed to accommodate such belief structures.
Finally, in this paper we have focused on the content selection process in response generation. For text structuring, we used the simple strategy of presenting claims before their justi"cation. However, Cohen (1987) analysed argumentative texts and found variations in the order in which claims and their evidence are presented. Since text structure can in#uence coherence and focus, we must investigate appropriate mechanisms for determining the structure of a response containing multiple propositions. In addition, we must identify appropriate syntactic forms for expressing each utterance (such as a surface negative question versus a declarative statement), identify when cue words should be employed, and use a sentence realizer to produce actual English utterances.
Conclusions
In order for an agent to successfully collaborate with other agents in developing a plan to achieve a goal, she must be capable of dealing with situations in which con#icts occur. Con#ict detection requires that an agent evaluate proposals based on her private beliefs, while con#ict resolution involves communication among agents for the purpose of squaring away the detected con#icts. This paper has presented a plan-based model that speci"es how a collaborative agent should detect and attempt to resolve con#icts that arise during collaborative planning. Our model provides an overall framework for modelling such activity by capturing collaborative activities in a recursive Propose}Evaluate}Modify cycle of actions. Instead of slavishly accepting proposals made by the executing agent, our system evaluates a proposal based on its private beliefs about the domain and about the executing agent in order to determine the validity and optimality of the proposed plan and the truth of the proposed beliefs. In situations where a relevant con#ict is detected, our system initiates a collaborative negotiation subdialog in an attempt to resolve the con#ict. Our mechanism for con#ict resolution identi"es, in cases where multiple con#icting beliefs exist, the focus of modi"cation based on its predicted success in resolving the con#ict about the rejected top-level proposed belief, thus leading the agent to engage in e!ective and e$cient dialogs. In cases where an agent's "rst attempt to resolve a con#ict fails, our model will allow the agent to apply the same con#ict detection and resolution methods to the other agent's new proposal, resulting in an embedded negotiation subdialog captured by recursive meta-plans. In addition, our model accounts for why questions are sometimes never answered even in the most cooperative of environments.
